Flexion reflexes following anterolateral cordotomy in man: dissociation between pain sensation and nociceptive reflex RIII.
Nociceptive flexion reflexes (RIII response) of the lower limbs were recorded after unilateral cervico-thoracic anterolateral cordotomy (ALC) in 7 patients. Pre-operative recordings were also obtained in 1 patient and follow-up observations in 3 patients. Flexion reflexes ipsilateral to cordotomy remained normal after surgery. Conversely, responses contralateral to the cordotomy exhibited two consistent postoperative changes: first, the RIII reflex was always dissociated from subjective pain, i.e., it appeared in the absence of any pain sensation, and, second, the RIII was depressed in the limb contralateral to ALC in 5 of 7 patients. RIII attenuation ranged from slight reduction to total abolition, and proved to be reversible in 2 of 3 patients tested during the follow-up. The reappearance of withdrawal reflexes was never accompanied by a recovery of pain sensation in the stimulated limb. We conclude that the dissociation between flexion reflexes and pain sensation, which was evidenced even in case of depressed RIII responses, should be attributable to the surgical lesion of spinothalamic fibers. Dissociation between RIII and subjective pain is a landmark indicating a lesion of the spinothalamic fibers, and may be used for the clinical assessment of spinothalamic dysfunction. Conversely, RIII depression after ALC does not depend upon the surgical lesion to the spinothalamic axons, but may be secondary to interruption of ascending spinoreticular fibers in the anterolateral quadrant, and/or of descending excitatory axons in the ventral cord.